eLearn Upgrade and known Issues - February 2021
UPGRADE EFFECTIVE DATE:

February 25, 2021

VERSION:

20.21.2

The information below provides key updates to eLearn from the most recent upgrade as referenced in the date
above.

February Updates and Features
Accommodation

Quiz
accommodation

This feature enables instructors to grant learners accommodations through the
Manage - Classlist tool. Click on the dropdown arrow next to the student’s name
to Edit Accomodation. Accommodation options currently available include: more
time to complete quizzes at the course level and the ability to bypass right-click
restrictions in quizzes. The right-click restriction in quizzes is the ability for
learners to right-click in the quiz while taking the quiz.

Figure: The new Edit Accommodations dialog box
Once granted, these accommodations apply to all quiz activities in a course for
that learner. The additional time can be applied in terms of quiz time multipliers
(for example, 1.5x quiz time) or +minutes (for example, an additional 30 minutes)
on every quiz in a course.
Quiz-specific special access can overwrite an accommodation for any user on a
quiz-by-quiz basis.

Assignment

Rubric pop-out
window for
consistent
evaluation

When using the new Consistent evaluation experience in Assignments, rubrics
can now open to a new pop-out window when assessing assignment
submissions. This change provides a larger, detailed view of rubrics in table form
and encourages the use of split screens when viewing assignments.
• This feature implements PIE item D7232.

Assignment

Save progress and
visual enhancements

Now, the Save button in the new assignment creation experience enables an
instructor to save their progress while creating or editing an assignment.
Previously, Save and Close was the only option.

Figure: The Save button in the new assignment creation experience
The scrollbars on the main and right-hand panels now appear thinner and less
noticeable, providing more vertical space when creating or editing an
assignment.
The name of the assignment appears in the immersive navbar along the top of
the page.

Figure: The name of the assignment on the immersive navbar and the less
obtrusive scrollbar in the new assignment creation experience

Rubrics

Warning dialog for
partial evaluations

Previously, if an instructor attempted to publish a partially completed rubric
evaluation, the partial evaluation dialog appeared. If the instructor tapped Enter
on their keyboard, the partial evaluation was published.
Now, the default button behavior has changed so that tapping Enter on the page
returns the user to the rubric to complete the evaluation. This change adds a
verification layer to reconsider their action and ensure that instructors are not
mistakenly publishing incomplete evaluations.

Figure: The partial evaluation warning dialog appears the same, but has updated
default behavior.

Known Issues
Date
Reported

Issue

Response

Workaround

02/19/2021

Quizzes>multiple-choice questions do
not show Point Biserial (PB) and
Discrimination Index (DI).

This issue is already been
identified as a bug and is being
recorded in the major case
01372895
This is known issue,
PRB 00780213

01/08/2021

Calendar > Not able to delete the
event if associated with content

01/08/2021

Not getting notification after the
export is finished

This is known issue.

06/24/2020

Respondus- Issue with LDB feedback
button via User Progress

This is known issue,
PRB 01215243

05/20/2020

“504 error” when exporting a large
course

This is known issue,
PRB 01197322

03/20/2020

Recorded audio/video is not working
properly in Virtual Classroom. The
audio is all distorted and the screens
that should have webcam video are
blank white

Could be audio setting issue

Delete the content item the event
is associated with and then add
the content item back again.
None at this time

For additional information about eLearn upgrades or the above known issues,
contact your Instructional Designer or call the eLearn Faculty Support line at 512-2016.

